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REIEW IF RESEARCH 0?0 PREDICTING PEFORMMNE
OF WOM IN ELEXMCAL AND MECHANICAL WORK

Under the Arqr Research and Development Task "Utilization
of Women and Physically Limited Personnel," one objective is
the establishment of procedures specifically designed to identify
WAC enlisted personnel with technical aptitude appropriate for
assignment to courses and jobs in mechanical and electrical
occupational areas. The Army aptitude area system of classificatio
employs information tests as the major components of the selector
composites for the areas: Electronics Information Test (ELI) for
the Electronics and Electrical Maintenance areas, Shop Mechanics
Test (SM) for Precision Maintenance and Military Crafts areas, and
Automotive Infoxmation Test (AI) for the Motor Maintenance Area.
The relatively low scores of enlisted women on these information
tests raise serious questions, not only as to the limitation on
variability and thus on reliability and validity of such measures
for WAC personnel, but also as to the usefulness of such tests
in identifying all the potential ability resources of enlisted
women in these technical areas. The American culture tends to
give most boys an opportunity to develop mechanical and electrical
knowledge if their interests and aptitude so incline, but far less
opportunity of this kind is afforded to girls. In utilizing WAC
enlisted personnel, failure to discover potential in technical areas is

a more likely type of error than that of selecting "faloe positives".
Consequently, the discovery or construction of predictor measures
other than the standard information tests for EM is an important phase
of the task effort. The first step in this phase, a review of the more
pertinent research by other services, by the British Armed Forces, and
by civilian industrial firms, is the subject of this report.

PROCEDUR

The procedure employed was, first, to examine the psychological
literature from World War II to the present for research studies
dealing with measures used to select women for electrical and
mechanical jobs. The "factor domain" to which each test belongs
was then determined, following the classification presented by
French (7). Considering factors as dimensions of aptitudes which
stand in relatively simple relationships to known and presentlyC_
measurable psychological phenomena, identification of factors
pertinent to success in a given area would provide a basis upon
which new selection requirements for a particular job might be
constructed. In evaluating the validity of instruments for a
given purpose, specific factors as well as "factor domains"
would need to be considered. For example, the differences in
validity coefficients found in the present survey for tests grouped
under the mechanical experience factor appeared to be accounted
for by the specific factors involved.
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SELECTION OF RESEARCH STUDIES FOR REVIEW

Several limitations were imposed on the selection of research
studies to be included in the survey. First, the reports had to
be concerned with validity. This limitation excluded a considerable
number of studies containing only normative data. Second&y, the
reports had to deal with electrical and mechanical jobs that were
comparable to, or related to, a type of work likely to be encountered
in Army jobs. It would have been highly desirable to limit the
survey to studies presenting data on separate sauples of men and
women tested and evaluated under similar conditions. However, few
such studies were found. In the introduction to an extensive review
of selection and classification procedures for women, Wand and
MollenkoPf (2) stated that very few studies could be found in
which men and vmen were administered the same tests, assigned the
same work, and evaluated in the same maner. The desired limitation
was therefore not imposed* Similar considerations prompted the
decision not to establlshed a rigid minimum on the size of sample.
In some cases the smallness of a sample was overlooked if the study
was otherwise conducted in a sound fashion and was concerned with
instruments of potential value and criterion measures of performance
related to duties found in corresponding MOS.

RESULTS

Too few relevant studies were found to permit positive
identification of the factors or tests most effective for predicting
the performance of women in electrical and mechanical maint-
enance jobs. The survey provided only indications of types of
selection instrument meriting further consideration.

Reports dealing with the effectiveness of selected tests
in predicting performance in the electronic and electrical
maintenance occupational areas are summarized in Table 1.
Table 2 summarizes validation studies for the precision and
motor maintenance occupational areas. The tests considered
have been classified into ten factor domains. In Table 2, two
tests are included which overlap two factor domains. In
addition to providing validity data, the tables provide information
on sample size, the subjects, the training on job for which
selection was made, the criterion measure, and finally, the
number of the reference in which the study was reported. Where
data were available for men and women tested and evaluated
under similar conditions., statistics for the two samples are
presented separately.

The factor which appeared most appropriate to the selection
of women for electrical and mechanical jobs were number facility,
induction, and speed of symbol discrimination. Other factors --
general reasoning, visuaization, spatial relations, verbal
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knowledge, and flexibility of closure--were generally lower in
validity than the three most promising factors. However, the
validity coefficients were of sufficient magnitude to indicate
that the tests could be useful for the intended objective.
Finally, two factors--aiming and mechanical experience--were
generally poor predictors in the case of women.

It was noted that, for men, tests having face validity for the
mechanical experience factor tended to be good predictors of success
in mechanical and electrical jobs. In the case of women, however,
the same tests tended to be less predictive of performance in
mechanical and electrical jobs. One reason for the difference
may be that cultural pressures restrict the extent to which girls can
gain mechanical experience of the kind forming the basis for most
existing tests of this factor. The relatively low scores
consistently obtained by women on existing mechanical experience
tests suggest the possibility that more usefully predictive tests
might be constructed by using easier items or by basing items on
mechanical activities with which women are more likely to be
concernled*

In a similar manner, the value of the instruments classified
as tests for general reasoning, when used in the slection of
women, appeared largely dependent upon whether or not the items
comprising these instruments were mechanically oriented. Tests
with mechanical content such as the Bennett Mechanical Comprehension
Test produced validity coefficients which were adequate for men
(.54 to .60) but borderline for women (.33 to .44). Coefficients
for three tests composed of mechanically oriented items were lower
for women than were coefficients for the non-mechanical reasoning
tests (.33 to .44 vs .50 and .57).

The two tests measuring the aiming factor were the only
predictors largely concerned with psychomotor elements. The data
indicated that the tests were of little value for selecting
wooxin for the jobs studied. However, comparable criterion scores
on the Breech Block Assembly for men and women (1), and the
reported success in prediction obtained through use of Meccano
Models in conjunction with paper and pencil mechanical tests (8),
suggest that the psychomotor and other factors measured by three-
dimensixial assembly tests may turn out to be useful for selecting
women for mechanical and electrical jobs.

SUMMARY

The literature was reviewed for tests used by the military
services and civilian industry to select women for mechanical
and electrical jobs. Because of the limitations that were
imposed on the review, foi relevant studies were found.

The studies reviewed indicated that tests measuring the
induction, number facility, and speed of symbol discrimination
factors were among the best predictors of success in the
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mechanical and electrical occuputional areas for women.

Present information tests measuring the mechanical experience
factor were not as appropriate for selecting women for mechanical and
electrical Jobs as they were for men. The value of tests measuring
the general reasoning factor appeared to depend upon whether the
test was mechanically oriented. The presence of mechanical items appeared
to lower the validity coefficients for women.

• ) I
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